While the scale-space approach has been widely used in computer vision, there has been a great interest in fast implementation of scale-space ltering. In this paper we introduce an interpolatory subdivision scheme (ISS) for this purpose. In order to extract the geometric features in a scale-space representation, discrete derivative approximations are usually needed. Hence, a general procedure is also introduced to derive exact formulae for numerical di erentiation with respect to this ISS. Then from ISS an algorithm is derived for fast approximation of scale-space ltering. Moreover, the relationship between the ISS and the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem and the commonly used spline technique is discussed. As an example of the application of ISS technique, we present some examples on fast implementation of ? spaces as introduced by G okmen and Jain 12], which encompasses various famous edge detection lters. It is shown that the ISS technique demonstrates high performance in fast implementation of the scale-space ltering and feature extraction.
Introduction
Multiscale or multiresolution description of signals has been playing a very important role since the introduction of the Gaussian scale-space ltering by Witkin 1] . In particular, the pyramid algorithm in recent wavelet models aims at representing image copies at multiple resolutions e ciently. There has been great interest in the e cient representation of image structures, which is very useful for high level visual processing tasks such as the object recognition and image segmentation.
In the past few years, various powerful mathematical methods have been developed for successive re nements of image structures. Among them, the B-spline technique is a frequently used one, which can implement the Gaussian scale-space ltering e ciently 2], 3]. In fact, B-spline technique is one type of subdivision algorithms which provides an e cient tool for the description of image structures 4], 5].
In this paper, an interpolatory subdivision scheme (ISS) is introduced for the e cient implementation of scale-space representation. ISS has been intensively studied in the areas of CAGD and wavelet construction. For example, the famous Daubechies wavelet can be derived from interpolatory subdivisions 6]. It was also used successfully for surface interpolation 7], 8], 9], 10] and for solving two-point boundary value problems 11] . In this paper, we apply this approach for e cient implementation of scale-space ltering. As a speci c example, we discuss how it can be used for fast realization of -space representation introduced in 12], which includes some famous edge detection lters such as Marr-Hilderth edge detector 13], Canny edge detector 14], the rst-and second-order R-lters, Deriche's detector, Sarkar and Boyer's edge detector, Shen and Castan's edge detector. In order to extract the di erential geometric structure, the di erential operators are usually needed. Therefore, a general procedure is also introduced to compute the derivatives of the interpolatory basis with respect to this ISS. Finally, the relations between the ISS and the Shannon sampling basis and the spline approach are discussed. It can be shown that the ISS is an e cient approach for multiresolution image analysis.
2 An interpolatory subdivision scheme for curves
De nitions of the subdivision schemes
A uniform subdivision or binary subdivision scheme is de ned as follows. Suppose that the initial control points in R 3 (or in R d ; d 1) are denoted by P 0 i ; i 2 Z, then, the re ned control points fP k+1 i ; i 2 Zg are obtained from fP k i g recursively by the following re nement equations P k+1 i = X j2Z a i?2j P k j ; i 2 Z; k 0:
A typical example of a binary subdivision scheme is provided by schemes generating uniform Bsplines of order n. In such a case, the mask fa j g is given by a j = The scheme (1) is called a stepwise interpolatory scheme if and only if the masks fa j ; j 2 Zg satisfy a 2i = i ; 8i 2 Z. Equation (1) shows clearly that the scheme is a 2-step subdivision scheme.
This de nition means that one can generate a curve by successive re nements from one resolution level k to the next resolution level k + 1 in such a way that the points fP k i g are kept xed while more mid-points are inserted by the interpolation.
Examples of the interpolatory subdivision scheme
Two simple examples of interpolatory subdivision algorithms are given below. Example 1. Using w to denote the tension parameter, the`4{point interpolatory scheme' 8], 9] is de ned as follows: 8 < : + 3s)(P k i?1 + P k i+2 ) + s(P k i?2 + P k i+3 ):
It was shown that this scheme produces C 2 interpolatory curves provided the tension parameter s is a small positive number, for example, it su ces if 0 < s < 8 > < > :
L n;j (P k+1 i?j + P k+1 i+j+1 ); (4) where n is called the degree of the scheme and the coe cients fL n;j g are chosen to be L n;j = (2n + 1)!!] is the main convergence and regularity result of scheme (4).
Theorem 1 The scheme de ned by (4) produces C n 2 curves for general initial data. Furthermore for this choice of the coe cients the scheme reproduces all parametric polynomial curves of degree less than or equal to 2n + 1.
This theorem shows that the subdivision scheme (4) produces smooth curves and that the choice of the lter coe cients fL n;j g gives higher order of approximations. In order to understand the de nitions of convergence and smoothness of the subdivision scheme we rst parameterize the curve. satisfying P k (t k i ) = P k i ; i 2 Z: Hence, the convergence of the scheme can be de ned as the convergence of the continuous curve sequence fP k (t)g: We say the scheme is C m convergent (C m scheme) if for any initial data, there is a continuous C m curve P(t) such that lim k!1 P k (t) = P(t); 8t 2 R:
Let n (t) be the limit curve generated by (4) from the cardinal data fP i = (i; 0 ) T g, that is, n (t) is the fundamental solution of the subdivision scheme (4), then (i) = i ; i 2 Z. Furthermore, n satis es the following two-scale relation n (t) = n (2t) + n X j=0 L n;j n (2t (2j + 1)); t 2 R: (5) Usually n is called the fundamental function. If we de ne the space V j = f P j c j n (t ? j); t 2 Rg, equation (5) will de ne the multiresolution sampling spaces fV j ; j 2 Zg in the following sense V j V j+1 ; j 2 Z:
The fundamental function n is a very good approximation to the cardinal spline function of order 2n + 2. However, a big di erence between them lies in the compactness of supports. Both of them approach the sinc function as n goes to in nity, which is discussed in Section 5.
Derivatives of the interpolatory fundamental function
In many visual computations such as the edge detection, optical ow estimation and curvature estimation, di erential operations are usually needed 4]. In this section, a principle is presented for the computation of derivatives of the interpolatory fundamental function n at integers. As an example, only the case n = 2 is considered. More formulae of numerical di erentiation can be found
From the construction of the algorithm, we know that n is an even function and its derivatives can be obtained by the divided di erence approximations. Using a local iteration technique, it can be shown that the iteration matrix is given by In fact, all the eigenvalues of this matrix are given by In 11] it was shown, given a square matrix A of order l, let the normalized left and right (generalized) eigenvectors of A be denoted by f i ; i g, then for 8f 2 R l , one have the following
Then, using the divided di erence approximation, we have the following. 
Higher order derivatives can be found in 16]. It is easy to show that the derivatives also satisfy a two-scale relation similar to (5) . Therefore, from the values at integers we can compute their values at any dyadic point easily. In Figure 1 the 1-D fundamental function and its rst and second order of derivatives are shown for n = 3.
3 Fast algorithm for scale-space ltering using ISS
Derivation of the algorithm
Without loss of generality suppose N is the number of signal samples and the sampling rate is 1.
By the convergence of the subdivision scheme guaranteed by Theorem 1 and the multiresolution property (6), we can represent the signal f at a certain resolution as
A 
Since any scale s can be represented as s = 2 l a; l 2 Z where a controls the number of the initial sampling points, we only consider the dyadic scale case and assume a = 1 throughout the paper.
Substituting (9), (11) into (10), we obtain
n (2 ?l t ? k)): (12) Due to the two-scale relation (5) it can be concluded that the derivatives of the fundamental function satisfy the following two-scale relation n (t (2j + 1)); t 2 R: (13) For simplicity, we can express (13) in the following form 
where the mask or transfer function M is given by the following sequence:
M := 2 m fL n;n ; 0; L n;n?1 ; ; 0; L n;0 ; 1; L n;0 ; 0; ; L n;n?1 ; 0; L n;n g: n (t)dt; j 2 Z:
As discussed in Section 2, the values of n and (m) n at the dyadic points can be exactly computed.
Hence, the value of c(j) can be computed numerically to su cient accuracy. Moreover, due to the compact support property of n and Scale 2 j : S 2 j f = S 2 j?1 f M 2 j?1 ; W 2 j f = S 2 j f ' "2 j ; 2 j J: (17) Complexity analysis: In the above formula, the long convolution is factored into a series of small convolutions. One can compute the scale-space ltering at the coarse scale 2 l from the ne 
Approximation error analysis
In the previous section, both the signal f and the window lter ' (m) n are projected into the multiresolution sampling spaces. Now we study its approximation errors.
Error estimates of the approximation to the limit curve by the piecewise linear interpolant P k (t) are given below. It is shown that the scheme (5) Theorem 3 Suppose F(t); t 2 R, is a regular and C 2n+2 curve in R m ; m 2. Let P(t); t 2 R; be the limit curve generated by scheme (4) from the initial data P i := F(ih); i 2 Z; 0 < h < 1 
Implementation examples
In the low level image processing, there are a number of high-performance edge detection operators such as the LoG operator 13], the Canny detector 14], the rst-and-second order R-lters, Deriche's detector, Sarkar and Boyer's detector, and Shen and Castan's edge detectors 12]. Generally, these lters are special instances of the generalized edge detectors proposed by G okmen and Jain 12] for -space representation of images where controls the scale of the lter and controls the shape of the lter. There remains urgent problem for the e cient realization of these lters. For such a representation when is small there is a strong discontinuity at the origin. Using ISS approach, more interpolation points can be assigned around this region. For illustrative purposes, the interpolation results are demonstrated in the following two examples where the order of the subdivision scheme is 2.
The rst one is the famous Marr-Hildreth operator 13], which is the second order derivative of the Gaussian kernel:
The other is the rst-order R-lter (cf. 12]):
As shown in Figures 2 and 3 , the approximation results are very good. The approximation error is measured in the l 2 norm. The quality of the approximation increases with the number of selected interpolation points. Furthermore, the interpolation is local so that we can assign more points in the area with more oscillations as shown in Figure 3 .
Extension to 2-D: The 1-D method can be extended directly to 2-D case using tensor product. Figure 4 shows the 2D fundamental function. We also compare the interpolation results in Figure 5 between the di erent interpolation technologies such as the nearest neighbor interpolation, the bilinear interpolation and the cubic spline interpolation. It is clear that the ISS is superior to both the nearest neighbor and the bilinear interpolations. It is hard to tell the di erence between the cubic spline interpolation and ISS visually. But the ISS technique is more e cient since it does not solve any linear system.
Discussions

Relation with the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem
In the derivation of our algorithm, the interpolatory basis function n is used for multiresolution interpolation. It is therefore necessary to establish its relation with the standard sampling theorem which states that a band-limited signal can be recovered from its discrete samples using sinc bases. For this purpose we study the asymptotic behavior of the subdivision scheme (4) when the order n tends to in nity.
First, it can be shown that and the interpolatory function n approaches the sinc function 1 (t) = sin t t as n increases. This result indicates that for a band-limited signal and a xed resolution we can increase the length of L n;j to improve the approximation accuracy. However, this is not necessary since a large lter size will decrease the computational e ciency. One may notice that the fundamental spline also possesses this property when its order tends to in nity.
Comparison with the fundamental spline method
The B-spline method has been widely used for e cient implementations of scale-space ltering, in particular for linear Gaussian scale-spaces. One of its properties is good approximation to the Gaussian function. As a result it is suitable for approximating Marr-Hildreth and Canny operators 2], 4], 5]. As we have mentioned before, the B-spline approach is one type of subdivision schemes.
However, this basis function is not interpolatory. One possible alternative is to use the fundamental or cardinal splines. However, since a fundamental spline function has an in nite support, one has to truncate an in nite lter sequence or use other approximation techniques 3], 2]. For ISS, the fundamental function has a compact support. Moreover, one can select the interpolation points non-uniformly. This is very suitable to approximate certain types of edge detection lters in 12] which have large curvature values at the origin. One can assign more interpolation points at these locations. The disadvantage of ISS is that the computational speed is a little slower than that of the spline approach which involves mostly the addition operation 4], 5] and the generated curve is not a polynomial spline.
Conclusions
The e cient implementation of scale-space ltering is very important in practice. Various techniques have been used for this purpose. In this paper, the ISS method is introduced for high performance computation. We consider various issues such as the computation of derivatives of interpolating functions and the approximation errors. In view of the sampling theorem, the ISS can be regarded as the multiresolution approximation of a signal with the interpolating basis function of compact support, which is superior to the standard sinc function. The ISS reproduces certain polynomials.
More importantly, it has certain data-dependent shape preserving property. Therefore it is suitable for approximating lters like the generalized edge detection lters discussed in 12] which have arbitrary shapes.
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